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Abstract 
We study open polynomial maps from Iw” to Iw “. For n = p we give a complete characteri- 
zation, and for p = 2, n 2 3 we obtain some partial information. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14P99 
It is well known (see [5, p. 1321) that a polynomial map f: @” + @P is open if 
and only if its fibers have pure dimension n - p. In this paper we prove the following 
result: 
Theorem. Let f: ET’ + R” be a polynomial map. Denote by J(f): R” + IR the 
jacobian off : 
. 
i,j=l,...,n 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is an open map. 
(2) The jibers of f are finite and the sign of J(f) does not change (i.e. either 
J(f)(x) > 0, Vx E R” or J(f)(x) 5 0, V’x E W). 
(3) The fibers of f are finite and the sign of J(f)(x) does not change on the 
fibers off. 
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Remark. The theorem and its proof remain valid if f is assumed to be a Nash map. 
The proof of this theorem will occupy Section 1. 
In Section 2 we take a first step in the study of open polynomial maps between 
spaces of different dimension: we prove that an open map f: R” + R2, n 2 3 cannot 
have zero-dimensional fibers (a first independent proof of this fact in the case n = 3 
is due to M. Coste and M. Shiota - private communication). This result contrasts with 
the following example due to N. Kuiper (see [4, Lemma 11.61): the map 
f: R4 -+ BP, (x, y,z, t) H (2x2 - 2yt,2xt + 2yz,x2 + y2 - z2 - t2) ) 
restricted to S3 induces the Hopf fibration: S3 + S2, which is an open map. From this 
and the fact that f is homogeneous it follows that f is open. However, f-‘(O) = (0). 
1. Open polynomial maps from lRR to itself 
Proposition. Let f :X -+ Rd be an open, polynomial map, where X c [w” is a semi- 
algebraic subset. Then: 
vy E lRd, dim f -l(y) 5 dimX - d. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on d = dim Y; the case d = 0 is trivial. If d > 0, let 
b E Rd and let H c [Wd be a hyperplane, H 3 b. Since f is open, f If-lCHj : f-‘(H) + 
H is also open and the induction hypothesis implies that 
dim f-‘(b) 5 dim f-‘(H) -(d - 1). 
If dim f-‘(H) = dimX then (f-lH)res is open in X, but its image by f is contained 
in H, contradicting that f is open, and the desired inequality follows. 0 
Remark. The above proposition is in fact a consequence of a result of Schwartz [6, 
Corollary 311, who proves that for an open semi-algebraic map the dimension of the 
fibers is locally semi-continuous. We give the present proof in order to keep our paper 
self-contained. 
Proof of the theorem. (1) +- (2): It remains to show that if f is open its jacobian 
does not change sign. Let 
C(f) = {x E R” 1 J(f)(x) = o}. 
If dim C(f) = n, then rank(df,) 5 n - 1 Vx E IF!“, and so f (KY) could not be 
open since it would be of dimension 5 n - 1. If dim Z( f) < n - 1 then UP \Z( f) 
is connected, and so J(f) cannot change sign. Hence the only relevant case is when 
dimC(f) = n - 1. 
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Let Z c C(f) be any irreducible component of dimension n - 1. The Zariski open 
set 
must be dense in Z: otherwise there would be an open set U’ c Zres with dim TxZres fl 
ker df, = k, k 2 1, Vx E U’, and by the implicit function theorem locally f 1”’ could 
be written as 
f - (Xl ,... ,&-1) I+ (Xl,...,X,-k-l,O,...,O), 
and so there would be fibers of f of dimension k 2 1. 
Since dim Z\ Uz 5 n - 2, it s&ices to show that J(f)(x) does not change sign in 
the neighborhood of points of U = U z. For this purpose, we proceed now to write 
f locally at points of U as a “suspension”. Let x0 E U; after an affine change of 
coordinates in the source and target of f we may assume that x0 = 0, f (x0) = 0, 
ker dfo = { (0,. . . , 0,xX) E W} and det g(O) 
( 1 
# 0. Set 
i,j=l,...,n-1 
4x1 ,...,&J = (fl(X),...,fn-l(X),4l). 
Then J(h)(O) = det ( $O))i j=l n_l # 0 and so h is an analytic diffeomorphism on 
some neighborhood of 0 E l@ onio some neighborhood V of 0 E R”, with h(0) = 0. 
For y = (yt,...,y,) E V set: 
f’(v) = f(h-l(y)) = (yl,...,y,-l,g(yl,...,y,)), 
where g(y) = fn (h-‘(y)). Set G(t) = g(0,. . . ,O,t), for t E R, ItI < E. Since f is 
open, f' also is open. Let Y’ c R’+’ be open, V’ 3 0, and such that V’ x] - E,&[C U. 
Then 
f’(V’x ] - ~,a[)n (0) x R = G(] - E,E[) 
must be open. Therefore, since G is analytic, we must have 
G(t) = g(0,. . . ,O,t) = /u(t), u(O) # 0 with 8 odd. 
On the other hand, 
J(f)h-l(o,t), J(h-‘)(O,t) = td-‘(&u(t) + &i(t)), / 
#O 
md so J(f)~-l(o,f) does not change sign for ItI < 6, for some 6 > 0. Since kerdfx 
is transversal to T,U, x E U, it follows that J(f)(x) does not change sign in the 
neighborhood of points of (I. 
(2) + (3) is trivial, so it remains to prove that (3) + (1). Let a E R”, b = f(u) 
and denote by 
A = {x E R” 1 IIX - a(( 5 r} 
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a closed ball of radius r, where 11 11 denotes the euclidian norm; denote by &4 its 
boundary and by i&(A) its interior. We shall prove that the image of some ball A 
centered at a contains a closed ball B centered at b, and this clearly will imply that f 
is open. 
Since f-‘(b) is finite, we may assume that f-‘(b) rl A = {u}. Let B1 be a ball 
centered at b such that S(A) c BI. 
Claim. The map 
induced by f on the nth homology group is not zero. 
Indeed, the set C’ = f-’ (f(Z(f))) is semi-algebraic of dimension < n, since 
f (.Z( f )) has dimension < n by Sard’s theorem and f has finite fibers. Let p E 
WA) \ z’, P @ f -‘(f (aA)), q = f(p), and 
f-1(q)nw4= {p= Pl,P2,...,Pr) 
and consider the diagram of maps: 
(AA \ {a}) L (Bi,Bi\{b}) 
Ui UI 
(4 aA) (Bl,%) 
nj nJ 
(AJ\{pl,...,pr}) +Wl\{q}) 
There corresponds a commutative diagram in homology: 
I 1 1 ZLJ 
fMA,A \{~l...., P,)) 21 @;=IK#,A\{P~})~ H,,(BI,BI \ (4)) 
where ct = j,i;‘, p = Jd;‘, I$ and 1,9 are induced by f. If yA E H,(A,A \ {u}), 
Y& E H,(Bl,Bl \ {b}) and yi E H,(A,A \ {pi}),i = l,...,r denote the generators 
determined by the natural orientation of R”, then a = y1 @ . . . @ yr and t,b(yi) = 
sign (J (f) J . YB,, ~0 that 
4bz4 ) = +B, # 0. 
This proves our claim. 
Since aA is compact and f (aA) 3 b, there is a closed ball B c int(B1) centered at 
b such that f(aA) n B = 0. We shall now prove that f(A) 2 B. If not, let b’ E B, 
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b’ 6 f(A), and consider the diagram of maps: 
\ PI) 
lH(Bl\ib’jB \(b’))=O ,t 7 1 
shows that C$ would factor through the zero map, contradicting that q5 # 0. q 
2. The structure of a polynomial map near a zero dimensional fiber 
For ~0 E W’ and r > 0 define: 
B(Yo,r) = {v E W I lly - ~011 5 r}, Wy0,r) = {y E W ( IIy - ~011 = r}. 
Lemma. Let f: R” + W be a polynomial map and y0 E [WJ’. There exists r0 > 0 
such that f is transversal to aB(y0, r), Vr > 0,r 5 r0. 
Proof. Let 
v,-{i,,r~~~~~~~~fi~~P -r2=0,r#O}, 
and rc : VO -+ R, n(x, r) = r. V0 is a nonsingular semi-algebraic 
since 
& ($fi(X)2 -r’) =-2rfO if(x,r)E V0. 
hypersurface of R” x R, 
It is readily checked that f is transversal to lB(y0,r) if and only r is a regular value 
of 71. The result follows from the fact that the set of critical values of rc is semi- 
algebraic, of codimension 1 in R (see e.g. [ 1, Theorem 9.5.2]), and therefore consists 
of a finite number of points. 0 
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Assume that for some ys E IRP the fiber f-‘(ye) of the polynomial map f: R” + [WP 
contains an isolated point x0 E f-‘(~0). If we take a sphere centered at ~0: 
s, = {x E 52” ) JIX - xo(I = R} , 
where the radius R is such that 
B(xoJ)n f-'(~0) = {x01, 
then f(&) c W' is compact and f(&) 3 ys, therefore 
6 = inf{]]Y - YOGI 1 Y E f(SR)) 
is strictly positive. For 0 < r < 6 let s2, denote the connected component of 
f-‘(B(yo, r)) containing x0; since f-‘(&ye, T-) fl & = 8 and xc E fir, we must have 
Q, c B(xo,R), 
and therefore s2, is compact, and f lo, is proper. 
Let re > 0 be such that f is transversal to aB(ye,r), Vr, 0 < r 5 ro (as given by 
the lemma), and assume in addition that rc < 6. 
Proposition. There exist continuous deformation retracts p of s2,, onto (x0) and o 
of QrO \ {x0} onto a&?,.,,, that is: 
p: Q, x LO, 11 -+ f-&o, 
such that 
(1) %0)=x vx E Q,\{xo) 
(2) 4x9 1) E afi2, vx E Q,\{xo} 
(3) a(x,s) = x vx E lK& ) s E [O, l] 
and similarly for p. Moreover, G is C” and pp,O~(o)X[o,I[ is C”. 
Proof. We may assume that no = 0. Set 
f: Q, \ (0) +I& rol, f(x) = II(f(x) - Yo)ll . 
Since s2,, is compact and fbiO(ye) = 0, 7 is proper, and since f~o,~ is transversal to 
B(yo,r), 0 < r 5 ro, f is a submersion. Consider the constant vector field n over 
IO, r01: 
q(z) = -ro. 
Since f is a submersion, there exists a C” vector field r over 52, \{O} such that 
&&5(x)) = K?(x)) = --ro Vx E Q,, \ 10). 
Both p and Q will be constructed by integrating the vector field 5. The flow associated 
to q is the map: 
4: U -+]O, ro], &z, t) = -tr0 + z, 
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where U = {(z,t) l ]O,ra] x [w \z/ra - 1 5 t < (Z/Q)}. Since 7 sends 5 to q, the 
integral curves of 5 are mapped by f to integral curves of q, and since 1 is proper, 
the maximal integral curve of 5 through some x E Sz, \{xg} will be defined on the 
same interval as the maximal integral curve of q through f(x). Therefore, the flow II/ 
associated to 5 satisfies: 
where 
v = { (x,t) E (Q,\{o}) x R “f(x;; yo” -lit< 
V(x) - Yell 
r0 IT 
We define c: Q.,\(O) x [0, l] + L&,,\(O) by 
o(x,s) = $(X,S( “fb;o- yo” - l)), 
and it is readily checked that cr is a deformation retract of Q,\(O) onto as2,. Define 
P:%, x LO, 11 -+ Q, by 
0 I s < 1 and x # 0, 
s=l orx=O. 
It remains to check the continuity of p at points (O,s), 0 5 s 5 1, and (x, 1 ), x E 0,. 
Since f-‘(~0) = {0}, we have that &.. 4 = (0); even more: since the 52, are 
compact, we have that 
VE > 0,3r, suchthat sZ,c{x~ /lx/l SE}. 
For s # 1 
f(p(x,s)) = f(~(x_s”f’x;o- y”“))
= @)d IIf - Yell r. ) = II_!-(~) - Yell (1 -s). 
It follows that for x E CL?,, p(x,s) E L?ci_,),., 0 5 s 5 1 and so p is continuous at points 
(O,s), 0 5 s < 1. Also, for E > 0: 
xES2,,l-s<; =+ p(x,s)EQ,<CB(O,&), 
that is, p is continuous at (x, 1). 0 
Corollary 1. For n # 4,5,&, is d#eomorphic to the n-disk and 32, is d$.eomorphic 
to the n - l-sphere. For n = 4 or 5, ZZ?, is a simply connected homology sphere. 
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Proof. For n = 1 this corollary is elementary and for n = 2 and 3 it follows from the 
classification of surfaces. 
For n 2 4, the proposition implies that 52, is contractible and its boundary is n - 2- 
connected, hence simply connected, and it is a homology sphere. If n 2 6 the assertion 
is an application of the h-cobordism theorem of Smale (see for example [3, Theorem 
9.21). 0 
Corollary 2. Let f: I%" -+ @,n > 3 be a polynomial map. If there is yo such that 
f -‘(yo) contains an isolated point, then f cannot be open. In particular, the jibers 
of an open polynomial map f: R3 --) R2 have pure dimension 1. 
Proof. Let x0 E f -'(yo) and let 52, be as in the proposition. Then 
flcmo: aa0 -+ ~WYO, r0) 
is an open map. But since n 2. 3, as2, is l-connected and therefore f lifts to an open 
map: XJ, -+ R, which is impossible. 0 
Remark. (1) In our proposition we use only that the map f is transversal to aB(yc, r) 
for 0 < r 5 ro. Using more throughly that f is a polynomial, it follows from [2, 
Proposition 1.71 that in fact a&, is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere in all dimen- 
sions. 
Also, the referee informs us that using the work of Shiota et al. ([7, 81) it is possible 
to show that dS2, is semi-algebraically homeomorphic to the standard sphere. 
(2) It can be shown, using the methods of the proof of the above proposition, that 
for rc suitably small, f pro is topologically equivalent to the cone over the map 
f p62, : aQro -+ awe, ro) 
which can be thought of as the “link” of the map f near ~0. 
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